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Abstract. We present an interactive, hybrid human-computer method
for object classification. The method applies to classes of objects that are
recognizable by people with appropriate expertise (e.g., animal species or
airplane model), but not (in general) by people without such expertise. It
can be seen as a visual version of the 20 questions game, where questions
based on simple visual attributes are posed interactively. The goal is to
identify the true class while minimizing the number of questions asked,
using the visual content of the image. We introduce a general framework
for incorporating almost any off-the-shelf multi-class object recognition
algorithm into the visual 20 questions game, and provide methodologies
to account for imperfect user responses and unreliable computer vision
algorithms. We evaluate our methods on Birds-200, a difficult dataset
of 200 tightly-related bird species, and on the Animals With Attributes
dataset. Our results demonstrate that incorporating user input drives up
recognition accuracy to levels that are good enough for practical appli-
cations, while at the same time, computer vision reduces the amount of
human interaction required.
1 Introduction
Multi-class object recognition has undergone rapid change and progress over the
last decade. These advances have largely focused on types of object categories
that are easy for humans to recognize, such as motorbikes, chairs, horses, bot-
tles, etc. Finer-grained categories, such as specific types of motorbikes, chairs,
or horses are more difficult for humans and have received comparatively little
attention. One could argue that object recognition as a field is simply not ma-
ture enough to tackle these types of finer-grained categories. Performance on
basic-level categories is still lower than what people would consider acceptable
for practical applications (state-of-the-art accuracy on Caltech-256[1] is ≈ 45%,
and ≈ 28% in the 2009 VOC detection challenge [2]. Moreover, the number of
object categories in most object recognition datasets is still fairly low, and in-
creasing the number of categories further is usually detrimental to performance
[1].
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(A) Easy for Humans (B) Hard for Humans (C) Easy for Humans
Chair? Airplane? … Finch? Bunting?… Yellow Belly? Blue Belly? …                
Fig. 1. Examples of classification problems that are easy or hard for humans.
While basic-level category recognition (left) and recognition of low-level visual at-
tributes (right) are easy for humans, most people struggle with finer-grained categories
(middle). By defining categories in terms of low-level visual properties, hard classifica-
tion problems can be turned into a sequence of easy ones.
On the other hand, recognition of finer-grained subordinate categories is an
important problem to study – it can help people recognize types of objects they
don’t yet know how to identify. We believe a hybrid human-computer recognition
method is a practical intermediate solution toward applying contemporary com-
puter vision algorithms to these types of problems. Rather than trying to solve
object recognition entirely, we take on the objective of minimizing the amount
of human labor required. As research in object recognition progresses, tasks will
become increasingly automated, until eventually we will no longer need humans
in the loop. This approach differs from some of the prevailing ways in which peo-
ple approach research in computer vision, where researchers begin with simpler
and less realistic datasets and progressively make them more difficult and realis-
tic as computer vision improves (e.g., Caltech-4→ Caltech-101→ Caltech-256).
The advantage of the human-computer paradigm is that we can provide usable
services to people in the interim-period where computer vision is still unsolved.
This may help increase demand for computer vision, spur data collection, and
provide solutions for the types of problems people outside the field want solved.
In this work, our goal is to provide a simple framework that makes it as
effortless as possible for researchers to plug their existing algorithms into the
human-computer framework and use humans to drive up performance to lev-
els that are good enough for real-life applications. Implicit to our model is the
assumption that lay-people generally cannot recognize finer-grained categories
(e.g., Myrtle Warbler, Thruxton Jackaroo, etc.) due to imperfect memory or
limited experiences; however, they do have the fundamental visual capabilities
to recognize the parts and attributes that collectively make recognition possi-
ble (see Fig. 1). By contrast, computers lack many of the fundamental visual
capabilities that humans have, but have perfect memory and are able to pool
knowledge collected from large groups of people. Users interact with our system
by answering simple yes/no or multiple choice questions about an image or ob-
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Computer vision is helpful Computer vision is not helpful             
The bird is a 
Black‐footed 
Albatross
Is the belly 
white? yes
Are the eyes 
white? yes
Th bi d i
Is the beak cone‐shaped? yes
Is the upper‐tail brown? yes
Is the breast solid colored? no
Is the breast striped? yes
I h h hi ?e  r   s a 
Parakeet Auklet
s t e t roat w te  yes
The bird is a Henslow’s
Sparrow
Fig. 2. Examples of the visual 20 questions game on the 200 class Bird dataset.
Human responses (shown in red) to questions posed by the computer (shown in blue)
are used to drive up recognition accuracy. In the left image, computer vision algorithms
can guess the bird species correctly without any user interaction. In the middle image,
computer vision reduces the number of questions to 2. In the right image, computer
vision provides little help.
ject, as shown in Fig. 2. Similar to the 20-questions game1, we observe that the
number of questions needed to classify an object from a database of C classes
is usually O(logC) (when user responses are accurate), and can be faster when
computer vision is in the loop. Our method of choosing the next question to ask
uses an information gain criterion and can deal with noisy (probabilistic) user
responses. We show that it is easy to incorporate any computer vision algorithm
that can be made to produce a probabilistic output over object classes.
Our experiments in this paper focus on bird species categorization, which we
take to be a representative example of recognition of tightly-related categories.
The bird dataset contains 200 bird species and over 6,000 images. We believe
that similar methodologies will apply to other object domains.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we discuss related
work. In Section 3, we define the hybrid human-computer problem and basic
algorithm, which includes methodologies for modeling noisy user responses and
incorporating computer vision into the framework. We describe our datasets and
implementation details in Section 4, and present empirical results in Section 5.
2 Related Work
Recognition of tightly related categories is still an open area in computer vi-
sion, although there has been success in a few areas such as book covers and
movie posters (e.g., rigid, mostly flat objects [3]). The problem is challenging
because the number of object categories is larger, with low interclass variance,
and variability in pose, lighting, and background causes high intraclass variance.
Ability to exploit domain knowledge and cross-category patterns and similarities
becomes increasingly important.
There exist a variety of datasets related to recognition of tightly-related cat-
egories, including Oxford Flowers 102 [4], UIUC Birds [5], and STONEFLY9
[6]. While these works represent progress, they still have shortcomings in scaling
to large numbers of categories, applying to other types of object domains, or
1 See for example http://20q.net.
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Question 1: Question 2:
Computer Vision
 
Is the belly black?
A: NO
 
Is the bill hooked?
A: YES
Input Image ( )         
Fig. 3. Visualization of the basic algorithm flow. The system poses questions
to the user, which along with computer vision, incrementally refine the probability
distribution over classes.
achieving performance levels that are good enough for real-world applications.
Perhaps most similar in spirit to our work is the Botanist’s Field Guide [7],
a system for plant species recognition with hundreds of categories and tens of
thousands of images. One key difference is that their system is intended pri-
marily for experts, and requires plant leaves to be photographed in a controlled
manner at training and test time, making segmentation and pose normalization
possible. In contrast, all of our training and testing images are obtained from
Flickr in unconstrained settings (see Fig. 4), and the system is intended to be
used by lay people.
There exists a multitude of different areas in computer science that interleave
vision, learning, or other processing with human input. Relevance feedback [8]
is a method for interactive image retrieval, in which users mark the relevance of
image search results, which are in turn used to create a refined search query. Ac-
tive learning algorithms [9–11] interleave training a classifier with asking users
to label examples, where the objective is to minimize the total number of la-
beling tasks. Our objectives are somewhat similar, except that we are querying
information at runtime rather than training time. Expert systems [12, 13] involve
construction of a knowledge base and inference rules that can help non-experts
solve a problem. Our approach differs due to the added ability to observe image
pixels as an additional source of information. Computationally, our method also
has similarities to algorithms based on information gain, entropy calculation,
and decision trees [14–16].
Finally, a lot of progress has been made on trying to scale object recognition
to large numbers of categories. Such approaches include using class taxonomies
[17, 18], feature sharing [19], error correcting output codes (ECOC) [20], and
attribute based classification methods [21–23]. All of these methods could be
easily plugged into our framework to incorporate user interaction.
3 Visual Recognition With Humans in the Loop
Given an image x, our goal is to determine the true object class c ∈ {1...C} by
posing questions based on visual properties that are easy for the user to answer
(see Fig. 1). At each step, we aim to exploit the visual content of the image and
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Algorithm 1 Visual 20 Questions Game
1: U0 ← ∅
2: for t = 1 to 20 do
3: j(t) = maxk I(c;uk|x, U t−1)
4: Ask user question qj(t), and U
t ← U t−1 ∪ uj(t).
5: end for
6: Return class c∗ = maxc p(c|x, U t)
the current history of question responses to intelligently select the next question.
The basic algorithm flow is summarized in Fig. 3.
Let Q = {q1...qn} be a set of possible questions (e.g., IsRed?, HasStripes?,
etc.), and Ai be the set of possible answers to qi. The user’s answer is some
random variable ai ∈ Ai. We also allow users to qualify each response with a
confidence value ri ∈ V, (e.g., V = {Guessing, Probably, Definitely}). The user’s
response is then a pair of random variables ui = (ai, ri).
At each time step t, we select a question qj(t) to pose to the user, where
j(t) ∈ 1...n. Let j ∈ {1...n}T be an array of T indices to questions we will
ask the user. U t−1 = {uj(1)...uj(t−1)} is the set of responses obtained by time
step t − 1. We use maximum information gain as the criterion to select qj(t).
Information gain is widely used in decision trees (e.g. [15]) and can be computed
from an estimate of p(c|x, U t−1).
We define I(c;ui|x, U t−1), the expected information gain of posing the addi-
tional question qi, as follows:
I(c;ui|x, U t−1) = Eu
[
KL
(
p(c|x, ui ∪ U t−1) ‖ p(c|x, U t−1)
)]
(1)
=
∑
ui∈Ai×V
p(ui|x, U t−1)
(
H(c|x, ui ∪ U t−1)−H(c|x, U t−1)
)
(2)
where H(c|x, U t−1) is the entropy of p(c|x, U t−1)
H(c|x, U t−1) = −
C∑
c=1
p(c|x, U t−1) log p(c|x, U t−1) (3)
The general algorithm for interactive object recognition is shown in Algorithm
1. In the next sections, we describe in greater detail methods for modeling user
responses and different methods for incorporating computer vision algorithms,
which correspond to different ways to estimate p(c|x, U t−1).
3.1 Incorporating Computer Vision
When no computer vision is involved it is possible to pre-compute a decision
tree that defines which question to ask for every possible sequence of user re-
sponses. With computer vision in the loop, however, the best questions depend
dynamically on the contents of the image.
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In this section, we propose a simple framework for incorporating any multi-
class object recognition algorithm that produces a probabilistic output over
classes. We can compute p(c|x, U), where U is any arbitrary sequence of re-
sponses, as follows:
p(c|x, U) = p(U |c, x)p(c|x)
Z
=
p(U |c)p(c|x)
Z
(4)
where Z =
∑
c p(U |c)p(c|x). Here, we make the assumption that p(U |c, x) =
p(U |c); effectively this assumes that the types of noise or randomness that we
see in user responses is class-dependent and not image-dependent. We can still
accommodate variation in responses due to user error, subjectivity, external
factors, and intraclass variance; however we throw away some image-related in-
formation (for example, we lose ability to model a change in the distribution of
user responses as a result of a computer-vision-based estimate of object pose).
In terms of computation, we estimate p(c|x) using a classifier trained oﬄine
(more details in Section 4.3). Upon receiving an image, we run the classifier once
at the beginning of the process, and incrementally update p(c|x, U) by gathering
more answers to questions from the user. One could imagine a system where a
learning algorithm is invoked several times during the process; as categories are
weeded out by answers, the system would use a more tuned classifier to update
the estimate of p(c|x). However, our preliminary experiments with such methods
did not show an advantage2. Note that when no computer vision is involved, we
simply replace p(c|x) with a prior p(c).
3.2 Modeling User Responses
Recall that for each question we may also ask a corresponding confidence value
from the user, which may be necessary when an attribute cannot be determined
(for example, when the associated part(s) are not visible). We assume that the
questions are answered independently given the category:
p(U t−1|c) =
t−1∏
i
p(ui|c) (5)
The same assumption allows us to express p(ui|x, U t−1) in Equation 2 as
p(ui|x, U t−1) =
C∑
c=1
p(ui|c)p(c|x, U t−1) (6)
It may also be possible to use a more sophisticated model in which we estimate a
full joint distribution for p(U t−1|c); in our preliminary experiments this approach
did not work well due to insufficient training data.
2 See supplementary material (http://www.vision.caltech.edu/visipedia/
birds200.html) for more details.
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guessing probably definitely
back color
back pattern
belly color
belly pattern
bill shape
breast color
breast pattern
crown color
eye color
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head pattern
leg color
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primary color
shape
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wing color
wing pattern
wing shape
guessing probably definitely guessing probably definitely guessing probably definitely
 
 
guessing probably definitely
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Fig. 4. Examples of user responses for each of the 25 attributes. The distribu-
tion over {Guessing,Probably,Definitely} is color coded with blue denoting 0% and red
denoting 100% of the five answers per image attribute pair.
To compute p(ui|c) = p(ai, ri|c) = p(ai|ri, c)p(ri|c), we assume that p(ri|c) =
p(ri). Next, we compute each p(ai|ri, c) as the posterior of a multinomial dis-
tribution with Dirichlet prior Dir
(
αrp(ai|ri) + αcp(ai|c)
)
, where αr and αc are
constants, p(ai|ri) is a global attribute prior, and p(ai|c) is estimated by pooling
together certainty labels. In practice, we use a larger prior term for Guessing
than Definitely, αguess > αdef , which effectively down weights the importance
of any response with certainty level Guessing.
4 Datasets and Implementation Details
In this section we provide a brief overview of the datasets we used, methods
used to construct visual questions, computer vision algorithms we tested, and
parameter settings.
4.1 Birds-200 Dataset
Birds-200 is a dataset of 6033 images over 200 bird species, such as Myrtle
Warblers, Pomarine Jaegars, and Black-footed Albatrosses – classes that cannot
usually be identified by non-experts. In many cases, different bird species are
nearly visually identical (see Fig. 8).
We assembled a set of 25 visual questions (list shown in Fig. 4), which encom-
pass 288 binary attributes (e.g., the question HasBellyColor can take on 15 dif-
ferent possible colors). The list of attributes was extracted from whatbird.com3,
a bird field guide website.
3 http://www.whatbird.com/
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We collected “deterministic” class-attributes by parsing attributes from what-
bird.com. Additionally, we collected data of how non-expert users respond to at-
tribute questions via a Mechanical Turk interface. To minimize the effects of user
subjectivity and error, our interface provides prototypical images of each possi-
ble attribute response. The reader is encouraged to look at the supplementary
material for screenshots of the question answering user-interface and example
images of the dataset.
Fig. 4 shows a visualization of the types of user response results we get on the
Birds-200 dataset. It should be noted that the uncertainty of the user responses
strongly correlates with the parts that are visible in an image as well as overall
difficulty of the corresponding bird species.
When evaluating performance, test results are generated by randomly select-
ing a response returned by an MTurk user for the appropriate test image.
4.2 Animals With Attributes
We also tested performance on the Animals With Attributes (AwA) [21], a
dataset of 50 animal classes and 85 binary attributes. We consider this dataset
less relevant than birds (because classes are recognizable by non-experts), and
therefore do not focus as much on this dataset.
4.3 Implementation Details and Parameter Settings
For both datasets, our computer vision algorithms are based on Andrea Vedaldi’s
publicly available source code [24], which combines vector-quantized geometric
blur and color/gray SIFT features using spatial pyramids, multiple kernel learn-
ing, and per-class 1-vs-all SVMs. We added features based on full image color
histograms and vector-quantized color histograms. For each classifier we used
Platt scaling [25] to learn parameters for p(c|x) on a validation set. We used
15 training examples for each Birds-200 class and 30 training examples for each
AwA class. Bird training and testing images are roughly cropped.
Additionally, we compare performance to a second computer vision algorithm
based on attribute classifiers, which we train using the same features/training
code, with positive and negative examples set using whatbird.com attribute la-
bels. We combined attribute classifiers into per-class probabilities p(c|x) using
the method described in [21].
For estimating user response statistics on the Birds-200 dataset, we used
αguess = 64, αprob = 16, αdef = 8, and αc = 8 (see Section 3.2).
5 Experiments
In this section, we provide experimental results and analysis of the hybrid-human
computer classification paradigm. Due to space limitations, our discussion fo-
cuses on the Birds dataset. We include results (see Fig. 9) from which the user
can verify that trends are similar on Birds-200 and AwA, and we include addi-
tional results on AwA in the supplementary material.
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Q: Is the belly red? yes (Def)
Q: Is the breast black? yes (Def.)
Q : Is the primary color red? yes (Def.)
Fig. 5. Different Models of User Responses: Left: Classification performance on
Birds-200 (Method 1) without computer vision. Performance rises quickly (blue curve)
if users respond deterministically according to whatbird.com attributes. MTurk users
respond quite differently, resulting in low performance (green curve). A learned model
of MTurk responses is much more robust (red curve). Right: A test image where users
answer several questions incorrectly and our model still classifies the image correctly.
5.1 Measuring Performance
We use two main methodologies for measuring performance, which correspond
to two different possible user-interfaces:
– Method 1: We ask the user exactly T questions, predict the class with
highest probability, and measure the percent of the time that we are correct.
– Method 2: After asking each question, we present a small gallery of images
of the highest probability class, and allow the user to stop the system early.
We measure the average number of questions asked per test image.
For the second method, we assume that people are perfect verifiers, e.g., they
will stop the system if and only if they have been presented with the correct
class. While this is not always possible in reality, there is some trade-off between
classification accuracy and amount of human labor, and we believe that these
two metrics collectively capture the most important considerations.
5.2 Results
In this section, we present our results and discuss some interesting trends toward
understanding the visual 20 questions classification paradigm.
User Responses are Stochastic: In Fig. 5, we show the effects of different
models of user responses without using any computer vision. When users are
assumed to respond deterministically in accordance with the attributes from
whatbird.com, performance rises quickly to 100% within 8 questions (roughly
log2(200)). However, this assumption is not realistic; when testing with responses
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Fig. 6. Performance on Birds-200 when using computer vision: Left Plot:
comparison of classification accuracy (Method 1) with and without computer vision
when using MTurk user responses. Two different computer vision algorithms are shown,
one based on per-class 1-vs-all classifiers and another based on attribute classifiers.
Right plot: the number of questions needed to identify the true class (Method 2) drops
from 11.11 to 6.43 on average when incorporating computer vision.
from Mechanical Turk, performance saturates at around 5%. Low performance
caused by subjective answers are unavoidable (e.g., perception of the color brown
vs. the color buff), and the probability of the correct class drops to zero after
any inconsistent response. Although performance is 10 times better than random
chance, it renders the system useless. This demonstrates a challenge for exist-
ing field guide websites. When our learned model of user responses (see Section
3.2) is incorporated, performance jumps to 66% due to the ability to tolerate a
reasonable degree of error in user responses (see Fig. 5 for an example). Never-
theless, stochastic user responses increase the number of questions required to
achieve a given accuracy level, and some images can never be classified correctly,
even when asking all possible questions. In Section 5.2, we discuss the reasons
why performance saturates at lower than 100% performance.
Computer Vision Reduces Manual Labor: The main benefit of computer
vision occurs due to reduction in human labor (in terms of the number of ques-
tions a user has to answer). In Fig. 6, we see that computer vision reduces the
average number of yes/no questions needed to identify the true bird species from
11.11 to 6.43 using responses from MTurk users. Without computer vision, the
distribution of question counts is bell-shaped and centered around 6 questions.
When computer vision is incorporated, the distribution peaks at 0 questions but
is more heavy-tailed, which suggests that computer vision algorithms are often
good at recognizing the “easy” test examples (examples that are sufficiently sim-
ilar to the training data), but provide diminishing returns toward classifying the
harder examples that are not sufficiently similar to training data. As a result,
computer vision is more effective at reducing the average amount of time than
reducing the time spent on the most difficult images.
User Responses Drive Up Performance: An alternative way of interpret-
ing the results is that user responses drive up the accuracy of computer vision
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Fig. 7. Examples where computer vision and user responses work together:
Left: An image that is only classified correctly when computer vision is incorporated.
Additionally, the computer vision based method selects the question HasThroatColor-
White, a different and more relevant question than when vision is not used. In the right
image, the user response to HasCrownColorBlack helps correct computer vision when
its initial prediction is wrong.
algorithms. In Fig. 6, we see that user responses improve overall performance
from ≈ 19% (using 0 questions) to ≈ 66%.
Computer Vision Improves Overall Performance: Even when users an-
swer all questions, performance saturates at a higher level when using computer
vision (≈ 69% vs. ≈ 66%, see Fig. 6). The left image in Fig. 7 shows an example
of an image classified correctly using computer vision, which is not classified cor-
rectly without computer vision, even after asking 60 questions. In this example,
some visually salient features like the long neck are not captured in our list of
visual attribute questions. The features used by our vision algorithms also cap-
ture other cues (such as global texture statistics) that are not well-represented
in our list of attributes (which capture mostly color and part-localized patterns).
Different Questions Are Asked With and Without Computer Vision:
In general, the information gain criterion favors questions that 1) can be an-
swered reliably, and 2) split the set of possible classes roughly in half. Questions
like HasShapePerchingLike, which divide the classes fairly evenly, and HasUnder-
partsColorYellow, which tends to be answered reliably, are commonly chosen.
When computer vision is incorporated, the likelihood of classes change and
different questions are selected. In the left image of Fig. 7, we see an example
where a different question is asked with and without computer vision, which
allows the system to find the correct class using one question.
Recognition is Not Always Successful: According the the Cornell Ornithol-
ogy Website4, the four keys to bird species recognition are 1) size and shape,
4 http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.aspx?pid=1053
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Least Auklet Sayornis Gray KingbirdParakeet Auklet
Q : Is the belly multi‐
colored? yes (Def.)
Fig. 8. Images that are misclassified by our system: Left: The Parakeet Auklet
image is misclassified due to a cropped image, which causes an incorrect answer to the
belly pattern question (the Parakeet Auklet has a plain, white belly, see Fig. 2). Right:
The Sayornis and Gray Kingbird are commonly confused due to visual similarity.
2) color and pattern, 3) behavior, and 4) habitat. Bird species classification is
a difficult problem and is not always possible using a single image. One po-
tential advantage of the visual 20 questions paradigm is that other contextual
sources of information such as behavior and habitat can easily be incorporated
as additional questions.
Fig. 8 illustrates some example failures. The most common failure conditions
occur due to 1) classes that are nearly visually identical, 2) images of poor
viewpoint or low resolution, such that some parts are not visible, 3) significant
mistakes made by MTurkers, or 4) inadequacies in the set of attributes we used.
1-vs-all Vs. Attribute-Based Classification: In general, 1-vs-all classifiers
slightly outperform attribute-based classifiers; however, they converge to similar
performance as the number of question increases, as shown in Fig. 6 and 9. The
features we use (kernelized and based on bag-of-words) may not be well suited
to the types of attributes we are using, which tend to be localized and associated
with a particular part. One potential advantage of attribute-based methods is
computational scalability when the number of classes increases; whereas 1-vs-
all methods always require C classifiers, the number of attribute classifiers can
be varied in order to trade-off accuracy and computation time. The table below
displays the average number of questions needed (Method 1) on the Birds dataset
using different number of attribute classifiers (which were selected randomly):
200 (1-vs-all) 288 attr. 100 attr. 50 attr. 20 attr. 10 attr.
6.43 6.72 7.01 7.67 8.81 9.52
6 Conclusion
Object recognition remains a challenging problem for computer vision. Further-
more, recognizing tightly related categories in one shot is difficult even for hu-
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Fig. 9. Performance on Animals With Attributes: Left Plot: Classification per-
formance (Method 1), simulating user responses using soft class-attributes (see [21]).
Right Plot: The required number of questions needed to identify the true class (Method
2) drops from 5.94 to 4.11 on average when incorporating computer vision.
mans without proper expertise. Our work attempts to leverage the power of both
human recognition abilities and that of computer vision. We presented a sim-
ple way of designing a hybrid human-computer classification system, which can
be used in conjunction with a large variety of computer vision algorithms. Our
results show that user input significantly drives up performance; while it may
take many years before object recognition algorithms achieve reasonable perfor-
mance on their own, incorporating human input can produce usable recognition
systems. On the other hand, having computer vision in the loop reduces the
amount of required human labor to successfully classify an image. Finally, we
showed that incorporating models of stochastic user responses leads to much bet-
ter reliability in comparison to deterministic field guides generated by experts.
We believe our work opens the door to many interesting sub-problems. The
most obvious next step is to explore other types of domains. While we were
able to extract a set of reasonable attributes/questions for the bird dataset, this
may be more difficult for other domains; one possible topic for future work is to
find a more principled way of discovering a set of useful questions. Alternative
types of user input, such as asking the user to click on the location of certain
parts, could also be investigated. Lastly, while we used off-the-shelf computer
vision algorithms in this work, it may be possible to improve them to better suit
the challenges of tightly-related category recognition, such as algorithms that
incorporate a part-based model.
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